
SOLO VARIANTSOLO VARIANT

Getting stood up in the most romantic cities in the world is never fun. To cheer you up, play a solo 
game of GET ON BOARD – Paris & Roma with the rules described below!

Play using the normal rules with the following changes:

GGAAMMEE E ELLEEMMEENNTTSS A ANND D SSEETTUUPPGAME ELEMENTS AND SETUP
Use the Rome map.

This map has speedy route sections that facilitate 
Connections.
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Shuffle the 6 Common Objective cards, then place  
1 randomly on each of the 3 spaces, yellow side up.4

Take all 12 Metro Ticket cards, 
shuffle them, and make a face down deck 
on the dedicated space on the board. Take both 
the 1st and 2nd Rush Hour cards and place them 
respectively after the 9th and 11th Metro Ticket cards.
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GGAAMMEEPPLLAAYY O OVVEERRVVIIEEWWGAMEPLAY OVERVIEW
1 NEW METRO TICKET

When the 1st Rush Hour card appears on top of the deck, 
immediately flip over the 1st Common Objective to its blue side, 
if it hasn’t been flipped yet (before continuing to step 2). When 
the 2nd Rush Hour card is revealed, do the same thing with the 
2nd Common Objective card.

The 3rd Common Objective is flipped to its blue side only if you 
complete it.

ExamplE: You reveal the 9th Metro Ticket card. The 1st Rush 
Hour card is visible on top of the deck. The 1st Common 
Objective card is still on its yellow side, so you flip it to its 
blue side. You then return the Rush Hour card to the box 
and continue your turn with the Ticket revealed  
this turn.
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Count your final score as described in the rulebook. Compare 
your score with the table below to judge your performance.

If reaching the top of the leaderboard is an easy feat for you, play 
with the Paris map. Achieving such a high score may be more of 
a challenge, since the Paris map does not have any speedy route 
sections, and it only has 2 Common objective cards.

EENND D OOF F TTHHEE G GAAMMEEEND OF THE GAME

HHAARRDD M MOODDEEHARD MODE

SCORE PERFORMANCE

71 or more victory points As the new Secretary of Transportation, a Metro stop 
has been renamed in your honor!

Despite a few hiccups, traffic is smooth and 
commuters are satisfied. Good job!57 to 63 victory points

There’s still work to do, but things are moving.  
On average, your passengers are only one hour late  
to their destinations.

50 to 56 victory points

“Skip the Metro, go by bike.” Congrats, you convinced 
the whole city to abandon public transportation.49 or fewer victory points

People are talking about your renowned Metro 
network all around the world!64 to 70 victory points


